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The New Academic Session Begins 

Beginning makes a lot of difference. 
Always keep your beginning focused, optimistic and full of dedication. Another fresh year 

at school is a chance to begin your life fresh, with new goals and new challenges. 

Best of luck to all the students. 

 

Welcome Orientation 
April 03/04 

Orientation session were conducted for classes I to X to welcome all our students and  

to share information regarding school activities, rules and regulations for AY 2023-24. 

We hope that you felt welcomed and understood the schools expectations during the 

orientation. 

 

Message from Head Mistress:- 

Our First Newsletter! NCS KARANJA TIMES. This milestone on our recently begun Journey 

establishes another channel of communication to strengthen the tripartite partnership among 

school, students and their families. As I have shared earlier, we at NCS KARANJA TIMES believe 

that the ‘Learning’ which is initiated in school becomes knowledge only when it is 

practiced in real life situations. This is possible only if you as family and friends of our students know and 

understand what we are doing in at school so that you take advantage of myriad opportunities that come in your 

way each day.  

 

Dear Students, 

We hope this newsletter finds you well and filled with enthusiasm for the session 2023-24. As the editorial team, we 

are excited to witness your growth and accomplishments throughout this school year. We are here to support you, 

inspire you, and share your stories. Let's make this year one to remember, as we collectively embark on a journey of 

learning, discovery, and personal transformation. With heartfelt wishes for a remarkable and fulfilling academic 

year, 

The Editorial Team 

 

 

  

       NCS KARANJA TIMES MONTHLY   

 WHAT’S BUZZING AT NCS KARANJA ? 



Attention all students! We are thrilled to announce that the much-anticipated 

commencement of the 11th-grade science stream. As we embark on this new academic journey, 

we extend a warm welcome to all aspiring scientists, doctors, mathematicians, and future 

engineers. This stream offers a plethora of exciting subjects such as physics, chemistry, biology, 

mathematics, computer science and physical science. 

April news 
School activities are an important part of the learning experience 

and can provide students with valuable opportunities for 

personal growth, social interaction, and skill development. 

The special assembly could feature collaborations between different artistic disciplines, such 

as dance combined with music, theater, or visual arts.  

Students of NCS Karanja have participated in many special assemblies in the month of April 

such as Easter Sunday and world Homeopathic day, Ambedkar Jayanti, World 

Heritage day, Earth Day, Malaria Day, World Health and safety day and International dance day. 

These interdisciplinary performances can showcase the synergy between various art forms. 

 

May news  

NCS KARANJA has raised awareness about important social 

issues by organizing special assembly focused on topics like 

bullying, mental health, conservation, or community service. 

Students presented informative skits, speeches, or multimedia presentations to educate and 

engage the audience by conducting special assemblies on Labour 

Day and World Press Freedom Day. 

Guest Speakers and Instructors: Enhance the camp experience by 

inviting guest speakers or instructors who can share their expertise 

or offer specialized workshops.  

Cdr Rohit Gautam(MDCC) delivered imformative talk on 

emergencgy of India power NCS Karanja had conducted Super 

Memory Workshop for helping students to improve their 

memory for studying by learning specific memory techniques. NCS Karanja had organized 

summer camp of Drawings, Art and Fitness and Indoor games at school in a fantastic way to engage 

students during the summer break and provided them with enriching experiences. 
 

 

  

 

 



  

 

June news 

FDP 

Designing a teacher training program can greatly contribute to the 

professional development and growth of educators. 

Teachers at NCS Karanja has attended Teacher’s training program for 

SQAA, How to handle children suffering with Learning Disability and 

Effective Lesson plan.  

NCS Karanja had organised Yoga Day in school to promote physical and 

mental well-being among students, teachers, and staff. 

 

Notice:- 

1. Every student should arrive on time at school.   

2. Wearing proper school uniform right on schedule. 

3. Maintain discipline and proper hygiene.   
Quote:- A duty which become a desire will ultimately become a delight.   

-George Gritter.  
 

  


